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Abstract
Let S be a nonempty finite set with cardinality m. Let M D .S;I.M// be a matroid on
S. Let x be an element of S which is not a loop of M. The covering number of x in M is the
smallest positive integer s such that x is a coloop of the union of s copies of M. We investigate
relations between the covering number of the elements in M and in its minors. Applications to
the study of the rank partition and associated transformation are presented. © 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let S be a nonempty finite set with cardinality m. Let M D .S;I.M// be a
matroid on S. The set of parts of S
fI1 [    [ Ik : Ii 2 I.M/; i D 1; : : : ; kg
is the set of independents of a matroid on S, called the kth power of M. We denote
this matroid by M.k/ [9].
An element x 2 S is a loop of M if x does not belong to any basis of M, and x is a
coloop of M if x belongs to every basis of M. The set of loops of M will be denoted
byL.M/ and the set of coloops of M is denoted by CL.M/.
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The covering number of x 2 .SnL.M// in M is the smallest positive integer s
such that x 2 CL.M.s//, [3]. We denote this integer by sx.M/ and we extend this
concept to elements x 2 L.M/ by defining sx.M/ D jSj C 1 (where j j denotes
cardinality).
The rank of M.k/ is denoted by k.M/. By convention 0.M/ D 0. It is known
[2] that the sequence .i.M//i2f0;:::;mg is increasing and concave, i.e.,
(i) 0.M/ 6 1.M/ 6    6 m.M/;
(ii) 1.M/− 0.M/ > 2.M/− 1.M/ >    > m.M/− m−1.M/.
It was also observed that
mX
iD1
Ti.M/− i−1.M/U D m.M/ D m:
The sequence
.M/ D .1.M/− 0.M/; 2.M/− 1.M/; : : : ; m.M/− m−1.M//
is called the rank partition of M.
Let A be a subset of S. We denote by MnA or by Mj.SnA/ the restriction of M
to .SnA/ and the contraction of M to A is denoted by M=A. In [3] it was proved how
rank partitions can change when one deletes on an element. This result appears in
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. If x 2 .SnL.M// and sx.M/ D i, then:
(i) i.Mnx/− i−1.Mnx/ D i.M/− i−1.M/− 1,
(ii) j .Mnx/− j−1.Mnx/ D j .M/− j−1.M/,
j D 1; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ;m:
In this paper we not only study how the rank partitions changes when one con-
tracts on an element but we also study how covering number of elements can change
when one deletes/contracts on an element. In Section 3, we characterize some re-
lations between these integers. This study will be relevant in Section 4 where we
study how the rank partitions/covering number of elements changes between M=A
andMnA (quotient operation). In this section for a certain class of quotient operation
(perfect quotients) we describe completely how the covering number of elements and
the rank partitions changes. We use some of these results to partially describe the
kernel of a linear transformation (associated transformation) from a subspace of the
mth tensor power of a vector space (symmetry class of tensors) to this subspace.
2. Preliminaries
Let m be a positive integer. A partition of m is a sequence  D .1; : : : ; r / of
nonnegative integers such that:
(i)
rX
iD1
i D m,
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(ii) 1 >    > r :
The greatest integer t such that t 6D 0 is called the length of . We do not
distinguish between two partitions which differ only in the number of trailing zeros.
Let  D .1; : : : ; t / be a partition of m. The sequence 0 D .01; : : : ; 0m/ where
0i D jfj V j > igj; i D 1; : : : ;m;
is a partition of m called the conjugate partition of  [5].
Let  D .1; : : : ; r / be a partition of m and let  D .1; : : : ; t / be a partition
of n. We say that  majorizes  and we write  if
jX
iD1
i >
jX
iD1
i; j D 1; : : : ;maxfr; tg:
Remark that if  is a partition of m,  is a partition of n and , then
m > n:
Let M be a matroid on a nonempty finite set S of cardinality m. The closure of
A  S (the rank of A ) is denoted by clM.A/ (rM.A/), or simply by cl.A/ (r.A/) if
there is no ambiguity to avoid.
The least positive integer c such that
c.M/ D cC1.M/
is called the covering number of M [2].
In [2] it was proved that the rank partition of M is a partition of jSj − jL.M/j.
If B is a basis of M.k/, it is known from [2] that there exist k pairwise disjoint
independent sets B1; : : : ; Bk of M such that:
(i) B1 [    [ Bt is a basis of M.t/, t D 1; : : : ; k,
(ii) B1 [    [ Bk D B:
We will call B1 [    [ Bk a k-factorization of B in M.
If there is no ambiguity to avoid we will denote by
.a1; a2; : : : ; am/ or by .1 − 0; 2 − 1; : : : ; m − m−1/
the rank partition of M, by
.a
n
1; a
n
2; : : : ; a
n
m/ or by .n1 − n0 ; n2 − n1 ; : : : ; nm − nm−1/
the rank partition of MnA, and by
.a
=
1; a
=
2; : : : ; a
=
m/ or by .=1 − =0; =2 − =1; : : : ; =m − =m−1/
the rank partition of M=A, where n0 D =0 D 0.
It is proved in [8] that if A and B are disjoint subsets of S then:
(i) .MnA/nB D Mn.A [ B/,
(ii) .M=A/=B D M=.A [ B/,
(iii) .MnA/=B D .M=B/nA,
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(iv) Mnx D M=x if and only if x 2 .L.M/ [ CL.M//.
A set T  S is a k-transversal of M if there exists a k-factorization of T in MjT ,
I1 [    [ Ik , such that Ii is a basis of MjT , i D 1; : : : ; k.
It is easy to see that T is a k-transversal of M if and only if T is an independent set
of M.k/ and jT j D k rM.T /.
Remark that, if T is a k-transversal of M, clM.T / D clM.k/ .T / [1].
The study of the k-transversals of M has been done in [1]. In particular it is proved
in [1] that if C is a circuit of M.k/ and y 2 C then Cny is a k-transversal of M. It
is also proved that the maximal k-transversals of M, by inclusion, have the same
closure in M and that there is a maximal k-transversal contained in each basis of
M.k/. Futhermore, if T is the maximal k-transversal contained in the basis B ofM.k/
then
SnB D clM.T /nT :
The following theorem gives us an important tool if we want to find a lower bound
of the covering number of an element and it was proved in [3].
Theorem 2.1. For x 2 S, sx.M/ > k if and only if there exists a k-transversal, T,
of M satisfying k 6 jSj and x 2 clM.T /nT :
It is easy to see that if T is a k-transversal of M and x 2 .SnT / then T is a
k-transversal of Mnx. Now we can ask what does happen when one contracts on an
element?
Proposition 2.2. Let T be a k-transversal of M and y 2 S,
(i) if y =2 clM.T / or if y 2L.M/, then T is a k-transversal ofM=y and
clM=y.T / D clM.T [ y/ny;
(ii) if y 2 clM.T /nL.M/, then there exists T 0  T a k-transversal ofM=y such
that jT 0j D jT j − k and
clM=y.T 0/ D clM.T /ny:
Proof. (i) If y =2 clM.T /, then y 2 CL.Mj.T [ y//. So
.M=y/jT D .M=y/n.SnT [ y/D.Mn.SnT [ y//=y
DMn..SnT [ y/ [ y/ D MjT :
Using the definition of k-transversal, T is a k-transversal of M=y. By definition,
clM=y.T /Dfx 2 .Sny/ V rM=y.T [ x/ D rM=y.T /g
Dfx 2 .Sny/ V rM.T [ y [ x/ D rM.T [ y/g
DclM.T [ y/ny:
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If y 2 L.M/, it is easy to see that T is a k-transversal of M if and only if T is a
k-transversal of M=y, and
clM=y.T / D clM.T [ y/ny:
(ii) If y =2L.M/ and y 2 clM.T / let
I1 [ I2 [    [ Ik
be a k-factorization of T in MjT . Since Ii is a basis of MjT and y 2 clM.T / D
clM.Ii/, if y =2 T then Ii is a basis of Mj.T [ y/ and if y 2 T then Ii is a basis of
MjT . So there exists xi 2 Ii such that .Iinxi/[y is a basis ofMj.T [y/ or ofMjT ,
respectively if y 2 T or if y =2 T , i D 1; : : : ; k.
We shall show next that
T 0 D .I1nx1/ P[    P[.Iknxk/
is a k-transversal of M=y. Since
.M=y/jT 0 D .M=y/n.Sn.y [ T 0// D .Mj.T 0 [ y//=y
and .Iinxi/ [ y is a basis of Mj.T 0 [ y/, then Iinxi is a basis of .M=y/jT 0,
i D 1; : : : ; k. Consequently, T 0 is a k-transversal of M=y and jT 0j D jT j − k. By
definition,
clM=y.T 0/Dfx 2 .Sny/ V rM=y.T 0 [ x/ D rM=y.T 0/g
Dfx 2 .Sny/ V rM=y..I1nx1/ [ x/ D rM=y.I1nx1/g
Dfx 2 .Sny/ V rM..I1nx1/ [ x [ y/ D rM..I1nx1/ [ y/g
DclM.I1/ny D clM.T /ny: 
Let V be a vector space over an arbitrary field and x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V.
We say that the matroid on f1; : : : ;mg is the vectorial matroid of fx1; : : : ; xmg if
  f1; : : : ;mg is independent in M if and only if fxi V i 2 g is linearly independent
in V. We denote this matroid by Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/.
3. Covering number of elements and rank partitions
In this section we characterize the relations between the covering number of an
element in a matroid M and in its restrictions and between M and its contractions.
The main results, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, exhibit how covering number of elements
change when one deletes/contracts on an element. Theorem 3.7 give us the rank
partitions connections between M and the matroid contractions obtained from M by
a single contraction.
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Theorem 3.1. Let x, y be distinct elements of S. Then
sx.M/− 1 6 sx.Mny/ 6 sx.M/:
Proof. If x 2L.M/, then x 2L.Mny/ and
sx.M/− 1 D jSj D sx.Mny/ < sx.M/ D jSj C 1:
If sx.M/ 6 1, then x 2 CL.M/. Thus x 2 CL.Mny/ and
sx.M/− 1 D 0 < sx.Mny/ D 1 D sx.M/:
Assume that jSj > sx.M/ D k > 1 and x =2L.M/. We are going to prove that
sx.M/− 1 6 sx.Mny/:
If k − 1 D 1, then
k − 1 D 1 6 sx.Mny/:
If k − 1 > 1, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a .k − 1/-transversal T of M such that
x 2 clM.T /nT . Using the definition of .k − 1/-transversal of M, we conclude that
there exists T 0  T , y =2 T 0 such that T 0 is a .k−2/-transversal of M and clM.T 0/ D
clM.T /. Since x 2 clM.T /nT , then x 2 clM.T 0/nT 0. Because T 0  Sny, T 0 is a
.k − 2/-transversal of Mny. By Theorem 2.1 we have that sx.Mny/ > k − 2. Thus,
sx.Mny/ > k − 1 and
sx.M/− 1 6 sx.Mny/:
Now we shall check that sx.Mny/ 6 sx.M/:
If B is a basis of .Mny/.k/ then B is independent inM.k/. Let γ be a basis ofM.k/
such that γ  B. Since γ ny is independent in .Mny/.k/ then γ D B or γ D B [ y.
Because k D sx.M/ and x =2 L.M/, we conclude that x 2 γ and consequently
x 2 B. So sx.Mny/ 6 k D sx.M/, and the theorem is proved. 
By induction on jAj we can conclude that:
Corollary 3.2. Let x be an element of S and A  S such that x =2 A. Then
sx.M/− jAj 6 sx.MnA/ 6 sx.M/:
Theorem 3.3. Let x, y be distinct elements of S such that x =2L.M/: Then
sx.M/ 6 sx.M=y/:
Proof. Let k be the integer sx.M/. By hypothesis k 6 jSj.
If x 2 CL.M/, then x 2 CL.M=y/ and sx.M/ D sx.M=y/:
If x =2 CL.M/, then k > 2. Let B be a basis of M.k−1/ such that x does not
belong and let C D C.B; x/ be the fundamental circuit of x with respect to B in
M.k−1/. So Cnx is a .k − 1/-transversal of M.
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It follows, by Proposition 2.2, if y 2 clM.Cnx/nL.M/, there exists T 0  Cnx
a .k − 1/-transversal of M=y such that jT 0j D jCnxj − .k − 1/ and clM.Cnx/ny D
clM=y.T 0/.
By the same proposition if y =2 clM.Cnx/ or if y 2 L.M/, then Cnx is a
.k − 1/-transversal of M=y and
clM..Cnx/ [ y//ny D clM=y.Cnx/:
So we can conclude that there exists a .k − 1/-transversal of M=y, T 0  Cnx, such
that x 2 clM=y.T 0/nT 0: By Theorem 2.1, we have that sx.M=y/ > k D sx.M/. 
Observation. If x 2L.M/ then sx.M/ D jSjC1 and sx.M=y/ D jSj. So sx.M=y/
6> k D sx.M/.
By induction on jAj we can conclude that:
Corollary 3.4. If A  S and x 2 .SnclM.A// then
sx.M/ 6 sx.M=A/:
Corollary 3.4 gives us a lower bound of the covering number of elements in a
contraction obtained from M by a single contraction and it is analogous to Theorem
3.1. The next proposition is the answer for the upper bound but its generalization is
a weak answer for the problem.
Proposition 3.5. Let x; y be elements of S such that sy.M/ D j and x =2L.M=y/.
If the covering number of M is u then
sx.M=y/ 6 min.jSj − 1; j C u− 1/:
Proof. Since x =2L.M=y/ then sx.M=y/ 6 jSj − 1.
Now we shall see that sx.M=y/ 6 j C u− 1.
If y 2 L.M/ then sx.M/ D sx.M=y/. Since sx.M/ 6 u and j > 1, we can
conclude that sx.M=y/ 6 j C u− 1.
Assume that y =2 L.M/ and let B1 P[B2 P[    P[Bj [    P[Bu be a u-factorization
of a basis of M.u/, such that y 2 Bj . Then y 2 clM.Bi/, i D 1; : : : ; j . Using this
fact, there exists xi 2 Bi such that .Binxi/ [ y is independent in M, i D 1; : : : ; j .
Remark that xj D y.
If A D fy1; : : : ; ypg is the set of the elements xi such that fxi; yg is independent
in M, i D 1; : : : ; j − 1, then
.B1nx1/ [ .B2nx2/ [    [ .Bjny/ [ : : : [ Bu [ y1 [    [ yp
is independent in .M=y/.uCj−1/. Since .Sn.y [L.M=y/// D B, then the covering
number of M=y is less than or equal to uC j − 1 and sx.M=y/ 6 j C u− 1:
So sx.M=y/ 6 min.jSj − 1; j C u− 1/: 
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Observation. If x 2 L.M=y/, sx.M=y/ D jSnyj C 1 D jSj > min.jSj − 1;
j C u− 1/:
Now we are going to study some relations that hold between the rank partition of
M and the rank partition of the contractions of M.
The following statement is a corollary of Theorem 1.1 and it is proved in [3].
Corollary 3.6. Let M be a matroid on S and let A be a subset of S of cardinality
m− k. If .MnA/ D .an1; : : : ; ank/ then for every t 2 f1; : : : ; kg we have
atC.m−k/ 6 ant 6 at :
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a matroid on S and let y be an element of SnL.M/ such
that i D sy.M/; .M=y/ D .a=1; : : : ; a=m−1/; then
(i) a=j 6 a1 − 1 8j 2 N;
(ii) aj − 1 D a=j , j D 1; : : : ; i − 1;
(iii) ai − 1 6 a=i ;
(iv) aj 6 a=j ; j > i C 1:
Proof. (i) We are going to prove that a=j 6 a1 − 1, 8j 2 N.
Since y =2L.M/ and .M=y/ is a partition, then
a
=
j 6 a
=
1 D rM=y.Sny/ D rM.S/− rM.y/ D a1 − 1:
So,
a
=
j 6 a1 − 1; j 2 N:
(ii) Let j 2 f1; : : : ; i − 1g. Let
B1 [    [ Bi
be an i-factorization, of a basis B of M.i/, in M such that y 2 Bi . Since j < i D
sy.M/, then y 2 clM.Bs/, s D 1; : : : ; j . Thus there exists xs 2 Bs such that
.Bsnxs/ [ y is independent in M, s D 1; : : : ; j . So
B 0 D .B1nx1/ [    [ .Bjnxj /
is independent in .M=y/.j/.
We shall prove that B 0 is a basis of .M=y/.j/.
Let Tj be a maximal j-transversal of M, contained in B1 [    [ Bj ,
j D 1; : : : ; i − 1. Because y 2 Sn.B1 [    [ Bj /; we can conclude that
y 2 clM.Tj /nTj D Sn.B1 [    [ Bj/:
Using Proposition 2.2, there exist j elements of Tj , y1; : : : ; yj such that
QTj D Tjnfy1; : : : ; yj g is a j-transversal ofM=y
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and
clM=y. QTj / D clM.Tj /ny:
Since clM=y. QTj /n QTj D .Sny/n.B1 [    [ Bjnfy1; : : : ; yj g/ and
jB 0j D jB1 [    [ Bjnfy1; : : : ; yj gj
we can conclude that B 0 is a basis of .M=y/.j/. Thus =j D j − j; j D 1; : : : ; i− 1:
So, a=j D =j − =j−1 D j − j−1 − 1 D aj − 1, j D 1; : : : ; i − 1:
(iii) By (ii) we have that
B 0 D .B1nx1/ [    [ .Bi−1nxi−1/
is a basis of .M=y/.i−1/. Since y 2 Bi , Biny is independent in M=y. Thus
.B1nx1/ [    [ .Bi−1nxi−1/ [ .Biny/
is independent in .M=y/.i/ and =i > i − i: Because a=j D aj − 1, j D 1; : : : ; i− 1,
we have
ai − 1 D i − i−1 − 1 6 =i − =i−1 D a=i :
(iv) Let γ be a basis ofM.j/, j > i C 1 and let
γ1 [    [ γj−1 [ γj
be a j-factorization of γ in M. Let T be a maximal .j−1/-transversal of M, contained
in γ1 [    [ γj−1. By Proposition 2.2, there exists T 0  T a .j − 1/-transversal of
M=y and clM.T /ny  clM=y.T 0/. Let  be a basis of .M=y/.j−1/, such that T 0   .
Because Sn.γ1 [    [ γj−1/  clM.T /ny  clM=y.T 0/, then   γ1 [    [ γj−1.
Since y =2 clM.γj/, γj is independent in M=y. Thus  [ γj is independent in
.M=y/.j/ and

=
j−1 C aj 6 =j−1 C a=j :
So, aj 6 a=j for j > i C 1. 
Observation. (i) If y 2 L.M/ then .M=y/ D .M/ and the preceding theorem
does not hold.
(ii) If y 2 .SnL.M// and sy.M/ D i using the preceding theorem we know the
first i−1 integers a=1; : : : ; a=i−1 of the partition .M=y/. For the others, we only know
a lower bound of each one. But if we remember that a=1 >    > a=i−1 > a=i >   
we will find an upper bound a=m 6    6 a=i 6 a=i−1 D ai−1 − 1.
Corollary 3.8. If y 2 .SnL.M// and .M=y/ D .a=1; : : : ; a=m−1/ then
aj − 1 6 a=j 6 a1 − 1; j D 1; : : : ;m− 1:
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By induction on jAj we can conclude that:
Corollary 3.9. IfA  S is independent in M and .M=A/ D .a=1; : : : ; a=m−jAj/ then
aj − jAj 6 a=j 6 a1 − jAj; j D 1; : : : ;m− jAj:
4. Quotient matroids
Let Q, N be matroids on the same finite set E. We say Q is a quotient of N [8]
if there exist a matroid M on S and an independent set A of Mj.SnCL.M// such
that
Q D M=A and N D MnA:
Observation.
(i) The set E is the set SnA.
(ii) I.Q/  fX 2 I.N/ V jXj 6 a=1g andL.N/ L.Q/:
(iii) an1 − a=1 D rN.E/− rQ.E/ D rM.A/ D jAj:
The integer t D an1 − a=1 is called the length of the quotient. If t D 1, we say Q is
an elementary quotient of N. If t D 0 then Q D N .
The first part of this section is a conclusion about some relations that hold between
the covering number of the elements in Q and in N and about some relations that hold
between the rank partitions of Q and of N. The main result of this part is Theorem
4.5. In the second part of this section we are going to exhibit a class of quotient
operation where we could say exactly how the covering number of the elements and
rank partitions changes.
Theorem 4.1. Let Q be an elementary quotient of N. If x 2 E then
sx.N/ 6 sx.Q/:
Proof. Let M be a matroid on E [ y such that
Q D M=y; N D Mny:
If x 2L.M/ then x 2L.N/ \L.Q/ and so
sx.N/ D jEj C 1 D sx.Q/:
If x =2L.M/, by Theorem 3.3,
sx.M/ 6 sx.M=y/ D sx.Q/
and by Theorem 3.1,
sx.N/ D sx.Mny/ 6 sx.M/:
So we have, sx.N/ 6 sx.Q/. 
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It is straighforward to prove that:
Corollary 4.2. If Q is a quotient of N with length t > 1 and x 2 E then
sx.N/ 6 sx.Q/:
Corollary 4.3. Let Q be a quotient of N. If
(i) j is the covering number of N,
(ii) k is the covering number of Q,
(iii) there exists x 2 .EnL.Q// and sx.N/ D j ,
then
j 6 k:
Proof. Since sx.N/ D j , by Corollary 4.2, j 6 sx.Q/. Because x =2 L.Q/,
sx.Q/ 6 k and j 6 k. 
If condition (iii) of Corollary 4.3 does not hold, the conclusion in the corollary
can fail.
Example. Let M D Lin.x1; x2; x3; x4/ be the vectorial matroid of
U D fx1 D e1; x2 D e2; x3 D e2; x4 D e2g;
where fe1; e2g is a family of linearly independent vectors of a real vector space V.
If Q D M=4 and N D Mn4 then the covering number of N is 2 and the covering
number of Q is 1. Because condition (iii) of Corollary 4.3 does not hold, then j D
2 6 1 D k.
Proposition 4.4. Let Q be a quotient of N.
.Q/ D .N/ if and only if Q D N:
Proof. If Q D N then .Q/ D .N/. Suppose that .Q/ D .N/. Then, a=1 D an1
and the length of the quotient is
a
n
1 − a=1 D 0:
So N D Q. 
Theorem 4.5. Let Q be an elementary quotient of N. If i is the least integer that
a
n
i − a=i < an1 − a=1;
then
(i) anj − 1 D a=j 6 an1 − 1, j D 1; : : : ; i − 1
(ii) anj 6 a
=
j 6 a
n
1 − 1, j > i:
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Proof. Let M be a matroid on E [ y such that Mny D N and M=y D Q. Let
k D sy.M/. Since y =2L.M/, by Theorem 3.7
(i) aj − 1 D a=j 6 a1 − 1, j D 1; : : : ; k − 1,
(ii) ak − 1 6 a=k 6 a1 − 1,
(iii) aj 6 a=j 6 a1 − 1, j > k C 1:
By Theorem 1.1,
aj D anj , j 6D k; ak − 1 D ank :
Then
a
n
1 − a=1 D    D ank−1 − a=k−1 D 1;
a
n
k − a=k 6 ak − 1− ak C 1 D 0:
Thus k is the least integer such that
a
n
k − a=k < an1 − a=1;
and consequently i D k D sy.M/. So
(i) anj − 1 D a=j 6 an1 − 1, j D 1; : : : ; i − 1,
(ii) ani 6 a=i 6 an1 − 1,
(iii) anj 6 a
=
j 6 a
n
1 − 1, j > i C 1;
and the result follows. 
Corollary 4.6. If Q is an elementary quotient of N, then
a
n
j − 1 6 a=j 6 an1 − 1 8j:
Proposition 4.7. If Q is a quotient of N with length t, then
a
n
j − t 6 a=j 6 an1 − t 8j:
Corollary 4.8. If Q is a quotient of N then,
a
n
j − a=j 6 an1 − a=1 8j:
Proof. Since the length of the quotient is t D an1 − a=1, by Proposition 4.7,
a
n
j − t 6 a=j 8j:
So
a
n
j − a=j 6 t D an1 − a=1 8j: 
Now we are going to describe a particularly class of quotient matroids.
Let Q D .E;I.Q// be a quotient of a matroid N D .E;I.N// with rank =1.
We say Q is a perfect quotient of N if I.Q/ D fX 2 I.N/ V jXj 6 =1g.
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In this class of quotient matroids it is possible to characterize the basis of Q.r/,
r 2 N (Propositions 4.10 and 4.11). This is relevant to describe the covering number
of the elements in Q (Theorem 4.12) and the rank partition of Q (Theorem 4.13). The
last theorem of this section exhibits that for every matroid N with rank greater than
1, there exists a matroid Q which is diferent from N and is a perfect quotient of N.
Observation. If Q is a perfect quotient of N and =1 > 1, then
L.Q/ DL.N/:
Examples.
1. Let V be a real vector space and let fe1; e2; e3g be a family of linearly independent
vectors of V. Let x1; : : : ; x5 be the vectors of V
x1 D e1; x2 D e2; x3 D e3; x4 D e1 C 2e2 C e3; x5 D e1 C e2 C 2e3:
LetM1 be the vectorial matroid onE D f1; : : : ; 5g. Let M be the vectorial matroid
on
S D E [ f6; 7g;
where x6 D e1 − e2; x7 D e3 − e1. ThenQ D M=f6; 7g is a quotient of M1.
Because .Q/ D .1; 1; 1; 1; 1/ and .M1/ D .3; 2/, then Q is a perfect quotient
of M1.
2. With the same example, let Q1 D .Mn6/=7. Because f1; 2; 3g is a basis of M1,
but f1; 3g is dependent in Q1, then Q1 is not a perfect quotient of M1. (Remark
that rQ1.E/ D 2.)
Proposition 4.9. Let Q1, Q, N be matroids on E. If
(i) Q1 is a quotient of N,
(ii) Q is a quotient of Q1,
(iii) Q is a perfect quotient of N,
then Q is a perfect quotient of Q1.
Proof. Let X be an element ofI.Q1/ such that jXj 6 rQ.E/. SinceQ1 is a quotient
of N and Q is a perfect quotient of N, then X 2 I.Q/. So, Q is a perfect quotient of
Q1. 
Proposition 4.10. Let Q be a perfect quotient of N, r 2 N. If nr 6 r=1 and B is a
basis of N.r/ then B is a basis of Q.r/.
Proof. Let B1 [    [ Br be an r-factorization of B in N. Because nr D jBj 6 r=1
there exist r pairwise disjoint subsets of B, independents in N C1; : : : ; Cr whose
union is B and jCi j 6 =1, i D 1; : : : ; r . Since Q is a perfect quotient of N, C1 [   [
Cr is independent inQ.r/. Because B is a basis ofN.r/ then B is a basis ofQ.r/. 
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Proposition 4.11. Let Q be a perfect quotient of N, r 2 N. If
(i) nr > r=1,
(ii) B 2 I.N.r//, jBj D r=1,
then B is a basis of Q.r/.
Proof. Since jBj D r=1 , there exist r pairwise disjoint subsets of B, C1; : : : ; Cr ,
independents in N whose union is B and jCi j D =1, i D 1; : : : ; r . Because Q is a
perfect quotient of N, B is independent in Q.r/. Since =r 6 r=1 then B is a basis of
Q.r/. 
Now we can compute the covering number of an element x 2 E in Q, when we
know the rank partition of N, the rank of Q and sx.N/.
Theorem 4.12. Let Q be a perfect quotient of N such that =1 > 1. Let x be an
element of E such that sx.N/ D i. Then
sx.Q/ D max.minfj V nj 6 j=1g; i/:
Proof. Let r be the integer max.minfj V nj 6 j=1g; i/. We are going to prove that
sx.Q/ D r . If x 2 L.N/, i D jEj C 1 and so r D jEj C 1. Since L.N/  L.Q/,
sx.Q/ D jEj C 1 D r . Suppose that x =2 L.N/. Now we are going to prove that
sx.Q/ 6 r . Let B be a basis ofN.r/, then jBj D nr . We start by proving that nr D =r .
By hypothesis r > j where j is the least integer such that nj 6 j=1. Since .N/ is a
partition and nj D
Pj
tD1.
n
t − nt−1/ then

n
r D
rX
tD1
.
n
t − nt−1/ D nj C
rX
tDjC1
.
n
t − nt−1/ 6 r=1 :
By Proposition 4.10, B is a basis of Q.r/ and nr D =r . Thus if B1 is a basis of Q.r/,
then B1 is a basis of N.r/. But r > i D sx.N/, therefore x 2 B1. So sx.Q/ 6 r .
Now we are going to prove that sx.Q/ > r .
By Corollary 4.2, sx.Q/ > i. Suppose that r > i and let B 0 be a basis of N.r−1/.
Since sx.N/ D i < r , x 2 B 0. Then, B 0nx is independent in N.r−1/ and
jB 0nxj D nr−1 − 1:
But r D minfj V nj 6 j=1g and so nr−1 > .r − 1/=1. Therefore nr−1 − 1 >
.r − 1/=1. By Proposition 4.11, if B  .B 0nx/ and jBj D .r − 1/=1 then B is a basis
of Q.r−1/. Since x =2 B, then sx.Q/ > r .
So we have sx.Q/ D r . 
We conclude this section with some results on the rank partition of Q, when Q is
a perfect quotient of N.
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Theorem 4.13. Let Q be a perfect quotient of N with length t. Then
a
=
1Dan1 − t;
a
=
i Dmin
0@an1 − t; ani C i−1X
jD1
.a
n
j − a=j /
1A ; i > 1:
Proof. Since .Q/ is a partition and Q is a quotient of N with length t,
a
=
i 6 a
=
1 D an1 − t 8i:
Suppose that a=i < a
n
1 − t , i > 1. We are going to prove that
a
=
i D ani C
i−1X
jD1
.a
n
j − a=j / D ni − =i−1:
If ni > i
=
1, then by Proposition 4.11, 
=
j D j=1, j D 1; : : : ; i. So we have a
contradiction because a=i D =i − =i−1 D =1 D a=1 D an1 − t . Then

n
i 6 i
=
1 :
By Proposition 4.10, =i D ni : Then
a
=
i D =i − =i−1 D ni − =i−1 D ani C
i−1X
jD1
.a
n
j − a=j /: 
Proposition 4.14. Let N be a matroid on E with rank an1 > 1. Let  D .1; : : : ; m/
be a partition such that,
1Dan1 − t; t 2 N; t < an1;
iDmin
0@an1 − t; ani C i−1X
jD1
.a
n
j − j /
1A ; if i > 1:
Then there exists a perfect quotient of N; Q such that
.Q/ D :
Proof. Let A be a disjoint set of E such that jAj D t . The set
I1 D fX P[D V X 2 I.N/; D  A; jXj C jDj 6 an1g
is the set of independent sets of a matroid M on E [ A such that N DMnA.
ThusQ D M=A is a matroid and is a quotient of N. We are going to prove that Q
is a perfect quotient of N. Let X be an element of I.N/ such that jXj 6 =1 D a=1.
Since A is independent in M and A \ CL.M/ D ;, then
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t D jAj D an1 − a=1:
Therefore
jXj C jAj 6 an1:
Consequently,X[A is independent in M and X is independent in Q. So Q is a perfect
quotient of N.
By Theorem 4.13, the result follows. 
5. Associated transformation
Let V be a vector space over an arbitrary field. Let T 2L.V IV / (linear operators
on V). For each family X D fx1; : : : ; xmg of vectors of V we have two vectorial
matroids,M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/ and T .M/ D Lin.T x1; : : : ; T xm/ on f1; : : : ;mg.
We denote by Ker TjhXi the kernel of the restriction of T to the space spanned by X,
by L D fz1; : : : ; zkg a basis for Ker TjhXi and by M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm; z1; : : : ; zk/
the vectorial matroid on f1; : : : ;m;mC 1; : : : ;mC kg.
Proposition 5.1. T .M/ is isomorphic toM=fmC1; : : : ;mCkg which is a quotient
of M with length jLj D k.
Proposition 5.2. .M/.T .M//:
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, M=fm C 1; : : : ;m C kg is isomorphic to T .M/. Then
.M=fmC1; : : : ;mCkg/ D .T .M//. SinceI.M=fmC1; : : : ;mCkg/  I.M/,
.M/.M=fmC 1; : : : ;mC kg/: So the result follows. 
From now on we are saying that T .M/ is a quotient of M instead of the statement
of Proposition 5.1.
From now on all vector spaces are considered over C. Since we deal only with
C-characters, we are going to refer to them simply as characters.
Let V be a vector space over C. Let x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V and let  be an
irreducible character of a subgroup H of Sm (symmetric group of degree m). We
denote by x1      xm the element of ⊗mV ,
.id/
jH j
X
2H
./ x−1.1/ ⊗    ⊗ x−1.m/:
This tensor is called a decomposable symmetrized tensor of the vectors x1; : : : ; xm
and the vector space of these tensors, V.H/, is called the symmetry class of tensors
[2].
The unique operatorK.T / on V.H/ satisfying
K.T /.x1      xm/ D T x1      T xm
is called the associated transformation corresponding to H and  [6].
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Assume that V has dimension greater than or equal to m. Let ti be the largest
integer less than m satisfying
x1      xm D 0 whenever i.Lin.x1; : : : ; xm// 6 ti :
It has been proved that, under our assumptions, ti does not depend on the vector
space V, and it is called the ith index of  . It was also proved that the sequence
.t1 C 1; t2 − t1; : : : ; tm − tm−1/
is a partition of m [4]. The conjugate partition of this partition is denoted byMP./
and is called the multilinearity partition of  .
The following theorem was proved in [2].
Theorem 5.3. If  is an irreducible character ofSm and x1; : : : ; xm are vectors of
V, then
.Lin.x1; : : : ; xm//MP./0 if and only if x1      xm D 0:
Several people have noted that if H is a subgroup ofSm, we can say the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V. If
.Lin.x1; : : : ; xm//MP./0 then x1      xm D 0:
Let  be an irreducible character of a subgroup H ofSm. We denote by .c1; : : : ;
cm/ the multilinearity partition of  , i.e.,
MP./0 D .c1; : : : ; cm/:
We denote by
.a
n
1; : : : ; a
n
m/
the rank partition of M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/ and by
.a
=
1; : : : ; a
=
m/
the rank partition of T .M/ D Lin.T x1; : : : ; T xm/ where x1; : : : ; xm are vectors of
V.
Now we are going to describe some elements of the kernel of K.T /. The main
results of this section are Theorem 5.5, where we describe a necessary condition for
this problem and Theorem 5.8 which is the converse of Theorem 5.5 whenH DSm
and x1      xm is a special symmetrized tensor.
Theorem 5.5. Let x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V and M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/. If there
exists an i-transversal P of M such that
(i) dim.KerTjhxj Vj2P i/ D r ,
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(ii)
iX
jD1
.a
n
j − r/ <
iX
jD1
cj ,
then
K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0:
Proof. Assume that Li is a basis for Ker Tjhxj Vj2P i. Let L be a basis for Ker
Tjhxj Vj2f1;:::;mgi such that Li  L.
By hypothesis, jLi j D r . Let k D jLj. Let M D Lin.X [ Li [ .LnLi// be
the vectorial matroid on f1; : : : ;m;m C 1; : : : ;m C r;m C r C 1; : : : ;m C kg. If
M1 DMnfmC r C 1; : : : ;mC kg=fmC 1; : : : ;mC rg it is easy to prove that
T .M/ is a quotient of M1
and
M1 is a quotient of M:
Thus
.M/.M1/.T .M//:
Let B be a basis of M.i/ such that P  B. We are going to prove that the
cardinality of a basis of M.i/1 is less than or equal to jBj − ir .
Since P is an i-transversal of M, P is an i-transversal ofM. Thus
fmC 1; : : : ;mC rg  clM.P /
becauseLi is a basis for kernel of Tjhxj V j2P i. By induction, using Proposition 2.2 we
can conclude that there exists an i-transversal of M=fm C 1; : : : ;m C rg, P1  P
such that
jP1j D jP j − ir
and
clM=fmC1;:::;mCrg.P1/ D clM.P /nfmC 1; : : : ;mC rg:
But
P  clM.P /nfmC 1; : : : ;mC rg;
so there exists Y D PnP1  B such that jY j D ir and
Y  clM=fmC1;:::;mCrg.P1/ D cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .P1/:
Since P1  BnY then
Y  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .P1/  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .BnY /
and
cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .BnY / D cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .B/:
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On the other hand if U is a maximal i-transversal of M contained in B then
f1; : : : ;mgnB D clM.U/nU  clM.U/nU:
Since U is an i-transversal of M and fmC 1; : : : ;m C rg  clM.P /  clM.U/,
using Proposition 2.2, there exists an i-transversalU1 ofM=fmC1; : : : ;mCrg such
that
jU1j D jU j − ir
and
clM=fmC1;:::;mCrg.U1/ D clM.U/nfmC 1; : : : ;mC rg:
Consequently,
f1; : : : ;mgnB  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .U1/  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .B/;
and thus
f1; : : : ;mgnB  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .B/ D cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrg/.i/ .BnY /:
Therefore
.f1; : : : ;mgnB/ [ Y  cl.M=fmC1;:::;mCrgnfmCrC1;:::;mCkg/.i/ .BnY /:
So we can conclude that a cardinality of a basis of M.i/1 is less than or equal tojBj − jY j D jBj − ir: Then using .M/.M1/.T .M// and the hypothesis we
have
a
=
1 C    C a=i 6 an1 C    C ani − ir < c1 C    C ci:
So
.T .M//MP./0
and by Theorem 5.4,K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0: 
Corollary 5.6. Let x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V and M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/. If
a
n
1 − jLj < c1, then
K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0:
Proof. Since a basis of M is a 1-transversal of M, dim.KerTjhx1;:::;xmi/ D jLj and
a
n
1 − jLj < c1 using Theorem 5.5 we have the result. 
Corollary 5.7. Let x1; : : : ; xm be vectors of V and M D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/. If an1 D
c1, and L 6D ;, then
K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0:
Proof. Since jLj > 1, then an1−jLj < c1. By Corollary 5.6, we have this result. 
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We conclude this paper with a theorem which is the converse of Theorem 5.5,
when H DSm and x1      xm is a special decomposable symmetrized tensor.
Theorem 5.8. Let  be an irreducible character of Sm, X D fx1; : : : ; xmg be a
family of vectors of V andM D Lin.x1; : : : ; xm/. If
(i) x1      xm 6D 0, K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0,
(ii) L [ Y is linearly independent in V, for all Y  X, such that jY j 6 an1 − jLj
and Y is linearly independent in V
then
a
n
1 − jLj < c1:
Proof. Assume thatL D fz1; : : : ; zkg. LetM D Lin.X[L/ be the vectorial matroid
on f1; : : : ;m C kg. Then M DMnfm C 1; : : : ;m C kg and T .M/ is isomorphic to
M=fm C 1; : : : ;m C kg. By hypothesis (ii) and the proof of Proposition 4.14, it is
easy to see that M=fm C 1; : : : ;m C kg is a perfect quotient of M with length jLj.
Therefore,
.T .M// D .M=fmC 1; : : : ;mC kg/;
and
a
=
1 D an1 − jLj:
Since K.T / .x1      xm/ D 0, by Theorem 5.4
.T .M// D .M=fmC 1; : : : ;mC kg/MP./0:
So there exists the least integer r such that
a
=
1 C    C a=r < c1 C    C cr :
We are going to prove that r D 1. Suppose that
a
n
1 − jLj D a=1 > c1:
If nr 6 r.n1 − jLj/ D r=1, by Proposition 4.10,
a
=
1 C    C a=r D =r D nr D an1 C    C anr > c1 C    C cr
because x1      xm 6D 0. Contradiction. So nr > r.n1 − jLj/. By Proposition 4.11,
a
=
1 C    C a=r D =r D r.n1 − jLj/ D r=1 D ra=1:
Therefore,
a
=
1 D    D a=r D an1 − jLj:
Since MP./0 is a partition, then cr 6    6 c1 6 a=1. Consequently,
a
=
1 C    C a=r > c1 C    C cr :
But this is impossible. So, an1 − jLj D a=1 < c1. 
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